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Mutual Company Framework
A mutual company is a corporate structure based on the concept of mutual aid where policyholders can help each other. Policyholders*
become company members of a mutual company when they purchase insurance policies and the company’s management reflects
the views of policyholders.
*Does not include holders of policies that do not pay dividends

[Management Based on the Voice of Company Members Through the Mutual Company Framework]

Management of Nippon Life

Company members (policyholders)

July:
Meeting of Representatives (see p. 42)
l Decision-making body set forth by laws and
regulations and the Articles of Incorporation (deliberates and passes resolutions on
important management matters)
l
Representatives report on the results of
Nissay Konwakai meetings
l A broad range of opinions and requests are
sought

Board of Trustees
(see p. 45)

January–March:

December:

Nissay Konwakai Meetings (see p. 45)

Conference of Representatives
(Kondankai) (see p. 43)

l Held every year across Japan since 1975 (total
participation of approx. 82,000 people)
l Business activities are reported to company
members, and a broad range of opinions and
requests are received
l Representatives report the results of the
Meeting of Representatives (Kondankai) to
company members

l Meetings held three times
a year in March, May and
November
l Trustees advise on management and provide opinions
l Results are reported at the
Meeting of Representatives

l Held every year as a unique Nippon Life
initiative since 1962
l First-half business results and progress with
management issues are reported
l Provides another forum for seeking a broad
range of opinions and requests in addition
to the Meeting of Representatives

Concrete responses to feedback

Voice of company members

Nippon Life

Meeting of Representatives
Established to replace the General Meeting of Members, the Meeting of
Representatives comprises policyholders selected to act as representatives. The Meeting of Representatives is equivalent to the general shareholders’ meeting of a stock corporation and deliberates and passes
resolutions, such as those for amending the Articles of Incorporation,
approving proposals for the disposal of surplus and nominating directors
and auditors.
The 64th Meeting of Representatives

l Attendance System for the Meeting of Representatives
Policyholders may attend the Meeting of Representatives. Information on how to apply for admission is available at our offices and on our website in
May and June.
✳Minutes and a summary of the Meeting of Representatives (Q&A summary) are available on the Nippon Life website.
➡http://www.nissay.co.jp/kaisha/annai/sogo/sodaikai/ (Japanese only)
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Conference of Representatives (Kondankai)
The Conference of Representatives (Kondankai) was launched in 1962
as a unique initiative at Nippon Life to further enhance checks over
management by the representatives. Held every year, the Conference

provides a forum for management to report on first-half business results
and progress with management issues to representatives and receive a
broad range of opinions.

l What security measures have been taken to protect personal

information when using the new wireless devices?
l What impact will globalization and deregulation have on Nippon

Life? In light of these factors, please explain Nippon Life’s management strategy for future business alliances, overseas business
expansion and other initiatives.
l Please explain Nippon Life’s sales strategies for the future. How

will Nippon Life sell insurance through channels such as Internetbased sales and telemarketing? How will you compete with
other companies in these channels?
l What is Nippon Life’s policy on developing medical insurance

products that cover expensive treatments such as implant and
other therapies?
l Through the New Integration Strategy, Nippon Life has devel-

oped simple, individual products. However, Internet-based life
insurers already excel at these sorts of products. To set itself
apart from these companies, I believe that it is crucial for Nippon
Life to concentrate on nurturing and enhancing the skills of sales
representatives.

l There is now a public debate about raising the starting age for

public pension payments. In this context, what measures is
Nippon Life taking to propose retirement planning and related
products to customers and to develop such products?
l In regard to responding to the Great East Japan Earthquake, I

Management of Nippon Life

Examples of Opinions Expressed at the Conference of Representatives (Kondankai) for the Fiscal Year Ended March 31,
2012 (Held on December 2, 2011)

believe that Nippon Life should continue to address every case
and make payments carefully. This approach will foster trust in
Nippon Life.
l How is Nippon Life addressing the yen’s sharp appreciation?
l By raising administrative efficiency, Nippon Life plans to shift

more staff to duties that contribute to better customer service.
What specific duties will staff be shifted to?
l I believe that face-to-face sales activities are an important asset

of Nippon Life. Recently, there has been a trend toward avoiding
personal contact. To compete with foreign-based life insurers
and those affiliated with non-life insurers, I would like Nippon
Life to properly promote the fact that face-to-face explanations
produce higher-quality insurance proposals.

✳The results of the Conference of Representatives (Kondankai) are available on Nippon Life’s corporate website.
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Representatives and Their Election

Management of Nippon Life

Representatives
According to the Articles of Incorporation, each representative’s term
of office is generally four years and can extend to eight years if they
are selected for a second term. The number of representatives currently
stands at 200.
Nippon Life selects policyholders as representatives, and, because
they check management from a diversity of perspectives, they are

Election of Representatives
To represent the interests of all policyholders, representatives are
chosen who have no ties to the interests of specific policyholders
among the approximately 9.21 million policyholders, based on the
perspective of fairly reflecting the opinions of policyholders at the
Meeting of Representatives.
In this context, the Representative Nomination Committee recommends candidates and policyholder voting has been adopted as
the means to directly reflect policyholders’ opinions of the candidates.
In addition, representatives are also selected from among policyholders who have participated in Nissay Konwakai (see p. 45), a
forum where management receives opinions and requests from
policyholders.
Although we have not adopted a system in which policyholders
desirous of becoming representatives can be directly selected as
representative candidates, Nippon Life will continue to promote this
method of selecting representative candidates from among policyholders who participate in the Nissay Konwakai and aims to diversify
selection methods.

' Representative Nomination Committee
The Representative Nomination Committee is composed of members
chosen from among policyholders by the Meeting of Representatives.
The Representative Nomination Committee decides on selection
standards for representative candidates and selects representative
candidates from a broad base of policyholders. In addition, the
Representative Nomination Committee strives to ensure its independence from the Company, while working to enhance the fairness and
transparency of the representative nomination process.

' Policyholder Voting
All policyholders vote for individual representative candidates
selected by the Representative Nomination Committee. If the total
number of no-confidence votes for individual candidates is less than
10% of the total number of policyholders, candidates are selected as
representatives.
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chosen from among people in many occupations and ages and
from many parts of the country. They participate in the Meeting of
Representatives and deliberate with the Company through direct
question and answer sessions.
From this perspective, Nippon Life believes that the number of
representatives is set at an appropriate level.

Selection Standards for Representative Candidates
1. Required Qualifications
(1) Is a policyholder of Nippon Life
(2) Is not a representative of another life insurance company
2. Eligibility Standards
(1)	Has a strong interest in the life insurance business and the management
of Nippon Life and has adequate insight as a representative
(2)	Can be expected to actively participate as a representative in the
Meeting of Representatives and other events
(3)	Is able to check and advise on operations and management as necessary
in addition to making fair decisions at the Meeting of Representatives
to promote the interests of all policyholders
3. Selection
Representative candidates are selected from a broad base of policyholders
with an emphasis placed on their ability to represent policyholders and
inspect management.
(1)	We select representative candidates to ensure well-balanced policyholder
representation in terms of geographic region, age and gender.
(2)	We select representative candidates to ensure checks over management, specifically candidates who are able to check and advise on
operations and advise management from diverse viewpoints, including
from management, consumer, and specialist perspectives, while giving
consideration to occupation, specialties and other factors.

Qualifications for Selecting Representative Nomination Committee Members
(1) Has a strong interest in and a deep understanding of the life insurance
business and mutual company management and adequate insight as a
representative
(2) Is able to fairly and impartially select representative candidates
(3) Is able to participate in the Representative Nomination Committee

Time of Policyholder Voting
Voting for representative candidates is held once every two years from
August to September. An election by policyholders will be held in the fiscal
year ending March 31, 2013. (Voting materials shall be sent to all Nippon
Life policyholders.)

Nissay Konwakai Meetings

A Nissay Konwakai meeting

l Status of the Nissay Konwakai Meetings in the Fiscal Year Ended March 31, 2012
expressed at the Nissay Konwakai meetings, and other topics. Opinions
and requests received at the Nissay Konwakai meetings are thoroughly
examined by the relevant departments and every effort is made to reflect
them in management. The following are some of the main opinions and
requests that we received during the fiscal year ended March 31, 2012.

From January through March 2012, we held Nissay Konwakai meetings
in 114 locations around Japan, bringing together a total of 150 representatives and 2,486 policyholders and receiving a total of 5,517 opinions and requests. At the Nissay Konwakai meetings, we strove to
provide easy-to-understand explanations, using video and other materials, of performance in the first half of the fiscal year ended March 31,
2012, the development of the products and services reflecting opinions

✳The results of the Nissay Konwakai meetings are available at the Nippon Life
corporate website.

[Description of Participants in Fiscal Year Ended March 31, 2012]

[Categories of Opinions and Requests in Fiscal Year Ended March 31, 2012]

• By age
60 and over
44.2%

• By occupation
up to 39
9.6%

Other
9.4%
Company
directors
6.4%

Self-employed
53.5%

40–49
19.2%

Investment
4.9%
Social contribution
activities
5.2%

Housewives
11.5%
50–59
27.0%

Management of Nippon Life

The Nissay Konwakai meetings are held every year throughout Japan.
These conferences provide opportunities for Nippon Life to explain its
business activities and for policyholders to voice their opinions and
requests on overall management as well as products and services. Nissay
Konwakai meetings have been held since 1975.
From among the opinions and requests (see p. 46) that we receive from
participants, we identify and respond to those that are most frequently
expressed. These items are then reported to the Meeting of Representatives
and Board of Trustees. The participants include several representatives and
directors, and we continue to work to improve ties between the Nissay
Konwakai meetings and the Meeting of Representatives.

Company
employees
19.2%

Insurance underwriting
and payments
9.4%
Soundness
and profitability
10.0%
Information
to customers
10.3%

Products
32.5%

Response to the
Great East Japan
Earthquake
14.5%

Marketing network
13.3%

✳In addition to the above, we received 944 comments from participants in the Nissay
Konwakai.

Board of Trustees
Nippon Life has a Board of Trustees that serves as a management advisory body to ensure the appropriateness of management. Trustees are
elected at the Meeting of Representatives from among policyholders and
academic experts. Trustees give opinions on advisory matters and

important management issues and deliberate on policyholder opinions
regarding corporate management. The results of these opinions and
deliberations are reported at the Meeting of Representatives.
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Major Opinions and Questions at Nissay Konwakai Meetings and Our Responses

Q

How is the new product different from the product I currently have? Also, can I switch to the new product?

Management of Nippon Life

• Our recently introduced Mirai no Katachi allows customers to select the
types of protection they need from 11 categories of insurance. Offering
this flexibility makes it possible to meet the needs of each customer with
greater precision.

A

• In the past, we sold primary policies and then allowed customers to add
riders as needed. But this system was inconvenient for some customers.
For example, the riders would end along with the main policy and it
was not possible to enroll for a rider alone. Mirai no Katachi eliminates
these problems by enabling customers to combine individual coverage
components with no restrictions to obtain customized protection.
• In addition, every insurance product included in Mirai no Katachi has
been completely revised in order to make each one simple and easy to
understand. In particular, we increased the appeal of insurance policies
for personal protection, such as dread disease insurance, disability insurance and nursing care insurance. For example, these policies offer a
broader range of protection, and terms and conditions of insurance
payments now corresponds with the public sector systems, such as the
provisions of the Act on Welfare of Physically Disabled Persons.

Q

A

• We have improved services, too. We will continue to offer two services.
One is the Zutto Motto Service, based on a points program. The other is
the Best Doctors Service® for introducing a suitable physician for treatment or a second opinion. In addition, we started offering the Care
Guidance Service in April 2012 to individuals who took out or are covered by nursing care insurance. Individuals can receive information at
home at no cost from a nursing care specialist from Nichii Gakkan,
Japan’s largest provider of nursing care services.
• Furthermore, policyholders can use our system for reviewing the protection* provided by their current policies. Just as before, policyholders can
switch to the new product after the completion of any required medical
notifications and checkups.
*This system allows policyholders to revise their protection by using part of the policy
reserves for the existing policy to the premium of the new policy.

• For customers who took out a policy at any time up to two years prior to
the April 2012 launch of Mirai no Katachi, switching to the new product
is possible with no medical notifications or checkups for individuals who
meet certain requirements.

I want Nippon Life to continue using its strengths to help people affected by the Great East Japan Earthquake.
• After the disaster, we used our entire organization to perform a variety
of activities. We checked the safety of all customers in the affected areas,
distributed information about submitting insurance claim and benefit
requests, provided assistance in damaged areas, and conducted many
other activities.

• We remain dedicated to providing every customer with thorough assistance that matches their needs. Face-to-face activity by sales representatives, which is our main strength, will be the primary channel for this
assistance. We will continue until we have distributed claim information
to the last eligible policyholder and completed all payments.

• Performing these activities reinforced our awareness of the importance
of our responsibilities and mission as a life insurance company. Our
activities following the earthquake also demonstrated the value of the
face-to-face services we offer through our sales representatives.

• We also have a commitment to extending emotional support for children in damaged areas as part of our earthquake recovery measures. We
continue to conduct a number of activities for this purpose. Examples of
fiscal 2012 programs include puppet shows and classical music concerts
by the Nissay Culture Foundation, lessons for children by the Nippon Life
baseball team and women’s table tennis team, and participation by
children in tree planting programs of the Nissay Green Foundation.

• Even now, we have not yet made payments for some policies. For some
policies, we have not yet received an insurance claim request from
the heirs of a policyholder who died. In other cases, beneficiaries are
refraining from submitting a request for personal reasons.

Other Opinions and Requests
[Management Overall]
• I want Nippon Life to continue increasing equity and enhancing its financial soundness. I
also want Nippon Life to increase dividends and other returns to policyholders.
• What is Nippon Life’s strategy for Japan in response to the declining and aging of the
population?
• Nippon Life is increasing emphasis on overseas operations. Please explain specific strategies
for activities in other countries.

[Products and Services]
• Due to the current discussions in Japan about revising the social security system, I want
Nippon Life to increase its lineup of medical care and nursing care products and
savings-type products.
• Young people have little interest in insurance. I want Nippon Life to work harder on educating
young people about insurance, developing products for young people, and other activities.
• Policy Clause—Bylaws/Terms and Conditions documents are difficult to read because of the
small print and large volume of text.
• I have heard that Nippon Life is switching to paperless procedures. I still want a paper
insurance certificate, which is a very important part of insurance. Also, do you have sufficient
security measures for becoming paperless?
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• I want Nippon Life to keep its face-to-face services even as progress with using IT
continues.
• I have heard that Nippon Life’s new product allows combining individual policies as needed.
I want to receive a thorough explanation of a plan that meets my own requirements.
• When my sales representative leaves, I want the transition to a new one to be well handled.
• I want Nippon Life to supply information on a regular basis at my workplace, too.
• I want Nippon Life to provide more insurance products and consulting with regard to
employee benefit programs.
• Nippon Life should produce TV commercials with the same impact as the commercials of
foreign life insurers.
• I want to perform insurance procedures and receive consultations at a convenient time
for me.

[Investment]
• I want Nippon Life to manage assets safely as the European debt issue and other problems
create a challenging economic environment.

[Social Contribution Activities]
• Conducting various activities for children is important for their education. I want Nippon Life
to further expand and promote these activities.

What is a Mutual Company?
to meet obligations for paying claims and benefits to policyholders. We believe that the mutual company structure is best suited to
maintaining the long-term stability of business operations.
Mutual companies are often compared with joint-stock companies
with respect to the flexibility of fund procurement and transparency
of corporate governance.
For flexibility of fund procurement, by making continuous use of
the public securitization of foundation funds (kikin) and other fund
procurement schemes, Nippon Life has total foundation funds (kikin)
(sum of foundation funds and reserve for redemption of foundation
funds) of ¥1,200 billion.
For transparency, we are improving corporate governance to make
our management more transparent (see p. 48) and taking actions to
reflect input from customers in our management (see p. 60). We are
also enhancing public access to information about our operations
through financial information meetings and our website.

Management of Nippon Life

A life insurance company is established as either a “joint-stock
company” or a “mutual company” as stipulated by the Insurance
Business Act.
A mutual company is a form of company recognized only in the
insurance industry. Based on the concept of mutual aid, it is an
incorporated body in which policyholders* are enrolled in insurance
policies and at the same time become “company members.”
Nippon Life has been formed as a mutual company.
Nippon Life decided to form as a mutual company for the following
two practical reasons:
The framework for distributing surplus as a mutual company
l 
(through the return of a major portion of surplus from business
operations to policyholders,* without the need to consider shareholder dividends) corresponds with Nippon Life’s belief that policyholder interests come first and should be maximized.
l Life insurance companies have a responsibility to preserve longterm financial soundness and generate a consistent surplus in order

[Primary Differences between a Mutual Company and a Joint-Stock Company in the Insurance Business]
Mutual Company

Joint-Stock Company

Insurance Business Act

Laws governing the insurance industry

Company Act

Non-profit/non-charitable
intermediate corporate body

Characteristics

Profit-making incorporated association

Company members (policyholders*)
✳Policyholders* are enrolled in insurance policies
and at the same time become company members

General Meeting of Members
(Meeting of Representatives)

Membership
Decision-making body

Shareholders
✳Become shareholders through the acquisition of stock

General Shareholders’ Meeting

Surplus
Implemented based on a
resolution to appropriate
surplus at General Meeting
of Members (Meeting of
Representatives)
Payout of dividends to
members (policyholders*)

Surplus
Dividend distribution

✳This diagram is only meant to
explain the dividend distribution
system and is not intended to
explain amounts of money or
advantages and disadvantages.

Recorded in the provision for
policyholder dividends in the
Statements of Income based
on a resolution at the Board
of Directors’ Meeting
Distribution of dividends to
policyholders*

Implemented based on
a resolution to
distribute the surplus at
the General
Shareholders’ Meeting

Dividends distributed to
shareholders

*Excluding non-participating insurance policyholders
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Corporate Governance System
Nippon Life has constructed a corporate governance system that ensures the appropriateness of management and increases transparency.
Specifically, the Company has built a system that more widely reflects policyholder feedback in management through a mutual company framework
(see p. 42). In addition, to ensure that external points of view are actively incorporated and that a system of checks and balances is placed on management, we have appointed several outside directors and outside corporate auditors. We have also established an Auditing Department to ensure that
operations are sound and carried out properly.
[Diagram of Corporate Governance System]
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Company Members (policyholders)
Participation

Nissay Konwakai Meetings

Policyholder Voting
(election of representatives)

Opinions / Requests

Selection

Representative Nomination Committee
Appoint

Appoint

Board of Trustees

Meeting of Representatives
Conference of Representatives
(Kondankai)

Advise

Opinions / Requests

Report

Board of Directors

Auditors
Outside Auditors

President

Report

Board of Auditors
Auditing Office

Management Committee

Advise

Internal
Audit

Accounting
Audit

Directors in Charge

Various Committees

Auditing
Department

Audit

Outside Directors

Executive Officer Executive Officer Executive Officer

Operational Organizations

Accounting Auditors

Board of Directors
The Board of Directors reaches decisions about important affairs concerning
business operations based on decisions made at the Meeting of Representatives. The Board of Directors also supervises the performance of the directors.
There are 18 directors, of whom four are outside directors (including three
who meet the legal requirements for outside directors). Directors who are

responsible for business areas are also, in principle, executive officers who
are directly responsible for business operations. This structure unifies two
functions in the Board of Directors: decision making and supervision for the
execution of business operations. With this structure, the Board of Directors
is able to directly view the status of activities in each business operation.

Auditors and the Board of Auditors
Auditors are responsible for auditing the performance of directors by
attending meetings of the Board of Directors and other important meetings. In addition, the Board of Auditors discusses significant matters
concerning audits and reaches decisions. Nippon Life has six auditors,
including four outside auditors. Auditors implement measures to

strengthen and expand auditing functions. For example, meetings are held
on a regular basis and at other times as necessary to allow the accounting
auditors, Auditing Department and auditors to work closely together.
Meetings provide an opportunity to exchange opinions and information
about audit plans, the status of audits and the results of audits.

Enhancing the Internal Control System

To ensure that operations are appropriate and to raise corporate value, we established at the Board of Directors’ meeting a basic
policy for the internal control system (a system that ensures appropriateness of Company operations). Based on this policy, we
have developed an internal control system that includes the following systems:
l Management control system
l (Internal) audit system
l Rapid decision making and business execution
structure based on an executive officer system
48

l Internal control over financial reporting
l Information management system
l Risk management system
l Compliance system

l Antisocial activities damage prevention system
l Conflicting interests management system
l Group company management system

Promoting Compliance
Compliance at Nippon Life goes beyond merely observing relevant laws and regulations, and extends to complying with all social
norms, earning the trust of customers and society, and performing our work with sincerity. All directors and employees bear the
responsibility of compliance and, considering compliance to be a fundamental operating premise, strive to promote compliance
throughout the Company.

Compliance System
[Diagram of the Compliance System]

President
Management Committee
Compliance Committee
(Offices: Compliance Department, Corporate Planning Department)
Other Compliance Issues

Management of Nippon Life

Board of Directors

Information Asset Protection Section Meeting
Anti-social Activities Countermeasures Committee

Insurance Solicitation Management Issues

Branches, Sales Offices

Each Department at Headquarters

Person responsible for compliance: General manager of each branch
Person in charge of compliance: Deputy general manager of each branch
(Management of each branch’s compliance program,
the branch compliance meeting and liaison meeting)

Person responsible for compliance: General manager of each department
Person in charge of compliance: Deputy general manager appointed for
each department
(Operation of each department’s compliance program)

Internal Auditing Unit
Auditing Department

Nippon Life established the Compliance Committee as an advisory body
to the Management Committee. The Compliance Committee comprehensively controls and manages the compliance system, including insurance solicitation management, by deliberating on measures related to
compliance issues and by monitoring organizational efforts.
In addition, the Information Asset Protection Section Meeting and the
Antisocial Activities Countermeasures Committee were established as
advisory bodies to investigate and implement specific countermeasures
for every issue. Their duties include instituting and promoting an information asset protection system primarily for customers and conferring
on measures for blocking antisocial activities, such as those of gangs,
and promoting internal education.
The Compliance Department was established to exert Company-wide

control over compliance. The Compliance Department is attempting to
instill an understanding of compliance-related information throughout the
Company by adopting an integrated system for reporting inappropriate or
suspicious behavior. Under this system, such behavior at branches and
headquarters departments is reported to the Compliance Department. At
the same time, at each branch and headquarters department we have
appointed individuals to be in charge of compliance (compliance officers)
who are charged with following up on compliance-related efforts.
At each branch and headquarters department, general managers
are responsible for compliance. Deputy general managers and managers
appointed to each branch and department are in charge of compliance.
Together, they form a system that rigorously implements compliance
programs as part of operational management.

Formulating and Implementing the Compliance Program
The Board of Directors formulates the compliance programs every year
as concrete measures for the promotion of compliance. Each branch and
headquarters department also formulates its own branch or divisional
compliance programs in response to specific issues arising from its diverse
operations and works to implement these programs in daily operations.

The formulation and implementation status of these programs is
routinely tracked and followed up by the Compliance Department and at
the same time new issues are reflected in the programs.
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Teaching and Entrenching Compliance Principles
Nippon Life has established a Code of Conduct that sets forth the principles and standards that all directors and employees must abide by in
the course of daily business. The Code of Conduct is set out in a small
booklet entitled An Employee Booklet that all directors and employees
are required to carry so they can refer to it at any time in case they are
unable to decide based on the performance of their duties whether they
are operating from a customer perspective; if what they have done is
legally or socially acceptable; or whether they have infringed on someone’s human rights. We have also created a Compliance Manual that
explains the Code of Conduct and the operations of each division from a
compliance perspective and have thoroughly instilled their teachings in
all directors and employees.
Nippon Life provides all directors and employees with compliance
textbooks and various other training materials. In these materials, proper
training on soliciting insurance policies and after-sales services is offered,
reflecting an industry-wide educational curriculum standard.
Legal and other compliance-related educational programs are provided regularly through internal satellite broadcasts (NICE-NET) for sales

representatives who serve customers. Quizzes about compliance matters
are given regarding the content of the broadcast compliance programs
to ensure that employees have understood the material.
Non-sales personnel undergo group training according to job category and receive training based upon the compliance programs of their
departments in order to enhance their knowledge of compliance as it
relates to their work.

An Employee Booklet

Dealing with Antisocial Activities
l Basic Rules Pertaining to Antisocial Activities
In the Code of Conduct, Nippon Life has established rules and standards
that all directors and employees must observe when executing their duties.
Among them are rules that state that employees must not get involved
in antisocial activities that pose a threat to social order and safety,

such as those of organized crime. If one has knowingly had contact
with antisocial activities, he/she must immediately report this contact to
their superior, take a resolute stand and deal with the matter in a
methodical manner.

l Initiatives against Antisocial Activities
In its Corporate Principles and basic policy for the internal control system
(a system that ensures appropriateness of Company operations), Nippon
Life has made a commitment to resolutely confront antisocial activities
that pose a threat to social order and safety. Nippon Life has also established an Antisocial Activities Countermeasure Committee to upgrade its
internal system for addressing this issue. The Company promotes partnerships with external organizations, including the Life Insurance Association
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of Japan and the police, as well as discussions of countermeasures against
such antisocial influences as organized crime and internal education.
The General Affairs Department has been positioned as the organization to deal with antisocial activities. A system of centralized control
has been built to prevent damage from antisocial activities that enables
employees to immediately report incidents, such as those involving
undue claims, when they arise, to the General Affairs Department.

Inclusion of Provision to Reject Organized Crime in Policy Terms and Conditions
The Life Insurance Association of Japan has written the following reference
provision that allows it to cancel an insurance policy for the purposes of
preventing any relationships whatsoever with antisocial entities and
preventing the receipt of funds associated with antisocial entities and
any related entities. A policy can be canceled if a policyholder, insured

party or beneficiary of an insurance policy is recognized as an antisocial
entity, as well as in certain other cases, while the policy is in force.
Nippon Life is reinforcing measures to prevent relationships with antisocial entities, such as by including the association’s reference provision
in its policy terms and conditions starting in April 2012.

(Section omitted)
4. If any of the following items applies to a policyholder, insured party or beneficiary of an insurance policy
		 a. Recognition as an organized crime group, member of the group (including individuals who ceased to be a member within the past five
years), a secondary constituent member of or a company associated with the group, or any other antisocial entity (collectively “antisocial
entities” hereafter)
		 b. Recognition of involvement in provision of funds for antisocial entities or any other form of assistance for antisocial entities
		 c. Recognition of improper use of antisocial entities
		 d. When the policyholder or beneficiary is a company, recognition that the company is controlled by an antisocial entity or an antisocial
entity is effectively involved in the company’s management
		 e. Recognition of any other relationship with an antisocial entity that should be subject to social criticism

Management of Nippon Life

(1) Nippon Life can cancel an insurance policy at any time in the future in any of the following events (serious matters).

(Section omitted)

In addition, the Life Insurance Association of Japan distributes “Say No to
Organized Crime” posters to further clarify its opposition to member
companies having any relationships with antisocial entities.
Nippon Life places these posters at the counters of Life Plazas and
other offices throughout Japan to demonstrate its refusal to have any
relationships with antisocial entities.

“Say No to Organized Crime” poster
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Strengthening Risk Management
Importance of Risk Management
appropriate management of respective aspects of risk are of utmost
importance in Nippon Life’s management.
For this reason, Nippon Life continues to develop and upgrades its
risk management to ensure that it meets its obligations to customers
over the long term.

Management of Nippon Life

Life insurance companies operate in an environment of fluctuations in
economic conditions, including share prices and interest rates, along
with rapid progress in medical technology and the occurrence of major
disasters. In order to underwrite the long-term risk of customers in such
an environment and to ensure dividends, the correct identification and

Risk Management System
The status of risk management is reported to the Management
Committee and the Board of Directors.
In addition, there is a system of mutual checks and balances involving the establishment of risk management units that are independent
of profit centers. The system also has secondary checks and balances,
such as having the Internal Auditing Unit examine the effectiveness of
risk management.

Risk management at Nippon Life is based on a risk management framework set forth in the Company’s Internal Control System Basic Policy.
(The internal control system is for ensuring correct operations within the
Company). Under the risk management framework, the Risk Management
Committee, an advisory body to the Management Committee, manages
each type of risk appropriately according to its profile, and conducts
integrated management of the overall impact of the various types of risk
on operations.

[Risk Management System]
Board of Directors

Risk Management Committee
Integrated Risk Management

Dedicated Management
Committee for
Investment Risk

Dedicated Management
Committee for
Operational Risk

Dedicated Management
Committee for
Computer System Risk

Operational
Risk

Computer
System Risk

Investment Risk
Insurance
Underwriting Risk

Liquidity Risk

Market
Risk

Credit
Risk

Real Estate
Investment
Risk

Internal Auditing Unit

Management Committee

Integrated Risk Management
Nippon Life takes an integrated management approach to the various
risks facing the entire Company. We centrally manage each type of risk
across our divisions, while also integrating all of the types of risk to

manage them as the overall risk status for the entire Company. In this
way, we carry out integrated risk management.

Stress Tests
Nippon Life implements “stress tests” that assume such scenarios as
a dramatic deterioration in the operating environment or increased
payments for claims and benefits due to a major earthquake or other
disasters. We then analyze the effects of these scenarios on the
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financial soundness of the Company. The results of the stress tests are
reported to the Risk Management Committee and, where appropriate,
are useful aids when studying such items as financial soundness.

Insurance Underwriting Risk Management
of risk control for upholding our coverage responsibilities based on
examination and assessment of the health condition of the insured at the
time of insurance underwriting. In addition, we employ an asset liability
management (ALM) system, conduct appropriate benefit settlement
assessments and adhere to rigorous cost management principles with
the aim of responding flexibly to changes in the business environment
and other conditions.

l Dealing with Risks in Setting Premiums
Nippon Life sets insurance premiums after expert staff who hold qualifications as doctors or actuaries (experts who use mathematical techniques
to set insurance premiums and ensure financial soundness) have analyzed
reliable statistical data indicating the frequency ratios of the incidence of

insurance claims and other payments. We also conduct numerous simulations based on the set premiums to verify whether or not we will be
able to meet future coverage obligations for customers.

Management of Nippon Life

Insurance underwriting risk can give rise to losses when such factors as
economic conditions, the incidence of insured events, investment results
and operational expenses do not match the predictions made when
premiums were set.
A life insurance company must fulfill its responsibility to bear the risk
it assumes on behalf of customers for long periods extending over many
decades. This requires the setting of reasonable premium rates that
enable the stable payment of insurance claims and an appropriate level

l Responding to Risk Related to Policy Selection and Benefit Settlement Assessments
When Nippon Life considers underwriting a new policy, medically-qualified
staff or staff with medical expertise conduct a medical examination and
assessment while other expert staff perform a more intensive assessment
from the perspective of moral risk. Depending on the results of this
process, we may choose to impose special conditions, such as increased
premiums, that will allow us to offer a wide variety of fairly priced
insurance products to as many customers as possible.
We are also diligent about managing risks related to paying out
insurance claims and benefits. Medically qualified staff or staff with
medical expertise are used in the assessment of payments. Nippon Life

undertakes rigorous risk management, using outside organizations for
verification and other measures.
Policy Selection: Life insurance is a system of mutual dependence involving customers
paying premiums that are calculated on the basis of the rate of incidence of insured
events. The insured party pays premiums based on his or her state of health, and,
when the insurance is underwritten, a medical examination and an assessment are
made to ensure that all insured parties are treated fairly.
Moral Risk: As a system in which payments from many policyholders are used to provide insurance against the unexpected, life insurance is inherently subject to the
danger that some parties might make small premium payments and then attempt to
illegitimately gain a large payout, an act that denies the very essence of the system.
This is what is generally referred to as moral risk.

Reinsurance Policies
Nippon Life reinsures as one strategy for diversifying risk. In such
cases, Nippon Life determines the cede and assume transaction
details by means of a review conducted by the Risk Management
Committee after considering the types and characteristics of risks.

Moreover, in reinsurance transactions, we evaluate the creditworthiness of each reinsurer based on rankings provided by major ranking
agencies and other factors and manage accounts so that transactions
do not focus excessively on specific reinsurers.

Liquidity Risk Management
Liquidity risk consists of cash flow risk and market liquidity risk.
Cash flow risk refers to the risk of incurring losses from a worsening
cash flow caused by a rapid outflow of funds due to an unexpected event,
such as a major natural catastrophe, which would force the disposal of
assets at extremely low prices. Nippon Life deals with cash flow risk via
investment plans and daily cash flow management that together ensure
that highly liquid assets exceed a given threshold. In the event that cash

flows were actually to deteriorate, we would take countermeasures, such
as establishing maximum holding ceilings for less liquid assets.
Market liquidity risk refers to the risk of incurring losses from being
unable to make transactions due to market confusion or other factors or
being forced to make transactions at extremely unfavorable prices.
Nippon Life deals with market liquidity risks by establishing appropriate
transaction limits for each type of asset in line with market conditions.
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Investment Risk Management

Management of Nippon Life

Investment risk is the risk of loss arising from changes in the value of
the Company’s assets and liabilities. It can be categorized into market
risk, credit risk and real estate investment risk. The long-term nature of
life insurance policies requires a long-term approach based on liability
characteristics to managing risks associated with investment. Nippon

Life has therefore established an Investment Risk Management Department within the Risk Management Department, and, by maintaining and
upgrading its rigorous system for managing risks, the Company seeks to
limit losses to acceptable levels while pursuing stable returns.

l Market Risk Management
Market risk refers to the risk of losses incurred when the market value of
invested assets and liabilities declines due to such factors as fluctuations
in interest rates, exchange rates or stock prices. In addition to preventing
the occurrence of large-scale losses on individual investment and finance

transactions, it is important to keep risks to the overall portfolio within
pre-established boundaries.

' Establishing Maximum Holding Ceilings
To prevent the occurrence of large-scale losses on individual investment
and finance transactions, Nippon Life establishes maximum holding ceilings based on the nature of the assets. The Company also regularly reports
the state of compliance to the Dedicated Management Committee for
Investment Risk and is developing systems to contain risk within acceptable limits when certain transactions violate these ceilings and rules.

' Measuring and Managing Market Value-at-Risk
To control the market risk of our overall portfolio, we use statistical analysis to reasonably calculate market value-at-risk for our entire portfolio
and conduct appropriate asset allocation within the level of allowed risk.

Portfolio: Holdings of various investment assets under management, including stocks,
bonds and loans.

Market Value-at-Risk: The assumed maximum amount of potential risk due to changes
in the external environment, calculated from historical data.

l Credit Risk Management
Credit risk refers to the risk of incurring losses when the value of assets,
primarily loans and bonds, declines or is entirely eliminated due to the
deterioration of the financial condition of the party to whom credit has
been extended. We believe that in managing credit risk it is important to

examine each transaction rigorously, set terms appropriate to the level of
credit risk involved and conduct thorough analyses to accurately evaluate
every facet of overall portfolio risk.

' Credit Risk Management in Individual Transactions
We have built systems for rigorous examination that involve a Credit
Department independent of the departments handling investment and
finance activities. We are working to construct a sound portfolio, including loan interest rate guidelines to ensure that the returns we obtain are
commensurate with the risk, a system of internal ratings for classifying
the creditworthiness of borrowers and credit ceilings to ensure that credit
risk is not excessively concentrated in a particular company or group.

' Measurement and Management of Credit Value at Risk
Nippon Life measures the credit risk amount for its entire portfolio to
calculate the credit value at risk. We monitor this risk amount to ensure
that it remains within an appropriate limit.
Credit Value at Risk: This is the estimated maximum loss amount that the portfolio
could incur due to the deterioration of the financial position of a borrower and other
factors, calculated statistically using a simulation based on random variables.

l Real Estate Investment Risk Management
Real estate investment risk refers to the risk of reduced returns caused
by such factors as rent fluctuation as well as losses incurred when real
estate values decline due to market deterioration and other factors. Our
approach to managing real estate investment risk involves the rigorous
examination of each investment by the Credit Department, which is
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independent of the department actually handling the investment. We
also adhere to a system involving warning levels for investment returns
and prices. This enables us to appropriately focus management efforts on
properties with low profitability.

Operational Risk Management
effectiveness of steps taken.
Thinking from the perspective of a customer, we also provide administrative training and guidelines to support the accurate and swift
processing of administrative tasks. At the same time, headquarters’
auditing departments and branches carry out multi-tiered inspections to
ensure the accuracy of administrative processes and to guide the implementation of improvement measures. Through these measures, we are
working to inhibit operational risks.

Computer System Risk Management
Computer system risk refers to the risk of losses from computer system
defects, faulty computer system operation and illicit use. To deal with the
risk of computer system failure, we have developed Company-wide
contingency plans to enable quick emergency response. In addition, we
have established backup centers at locations other than that of our main
computer center to prepare for area-wide disasters.

We have also implemented a wide variety of security measures to
deal with potential defects, faulty computer system operation, illicit use
and data leaks.
We are committed to reducing Company-wide risks through compliance
with our own safety standards for the planning, development and operation
of computer systems, and supervising appropriate use of the systems.

Management of Nippon Life

Operational risk refers to the risk of causing problems for our customers
or incurring Company losses as a result of administrative error, other
untoward action or malfeasance on the part of directors, employees and
insurance solicitors.
To control operational risk, we are taking steps to clearly understand
such risk across the Company by gathering and analyzing information on
instances of administrative error based on customer complaints as well
as instances of erroneous handling. Based on this, we are formulating
measures to avoid the recurrence of such instances and confirming the

Nippon Life Natural Disaster Countermeasures
Nippon Life is preparing against disasters by carrying out routine
inspections of disaster response training and its stockpiles of goods
in case of natural disaster. In addition, Nippon Life is striving to build
systems for providing customers with services that give them peace
of mind by establishing a Business Continuity Plan (BCP) in the event
of an outbreak of a new strain of influenza, the occurrence of a major
earthquake.

In response to the Great East Japan Earthquake, Nippon Life
immediately set up a Disaster Response Headquarters led by the
President and rapidly implemented the following measures:
l Confirmed the safety of employees and other staff and the extent
of damage to sales offices;
l Ran advertisements expressing a message of sympathy; and
l Delivered emergency relief supplies to the affected regions.
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Strengthening the Underwriting, Insurance Claims and
Benefits Settlement System and Expanding Explanation

Management of Nippon Life

To provide the proper payment of claims and benefits and to gain the trust of customers, Nippon Life makes every effort to ensure
the fair and appropriate assessment of policy underwriting, insurance claims and benefits settlements.
When underwriting policies, assessments are based upon the health of
the insured person. In some cases, Nippon Life secures the agreement of
the applicant regarding particular conditions (higher premiums, lower
coverage, exclusion of certain areas of the body from coverage, etc.)
and underwrites policies under terms and conditions different from
those in the original application. In some cases, Nippon Life refuses to
underwrite policies.

When insurance claims and benefits are paid, assessments are made
based on the details presented in the claim at the time it is submitted.
Payment may be refused depending on the findings of the assessment
(see p. 57).
In light of requirements for the appropriate assessment of various
medical and moral risks, Nippon Life is stepping up its training of
assessment specialists and strengthening administrative systems.

Enhancing the Training of Assessment Specialists
Nippon Life has introduced a structured training system for developing
assessment specialists responsible for policy underwriting and insurance
claims. It also conducts in-house examinations and provides training in
essential medical and legal knowledge. Furthermore, we added underwriting as one of our business goal courses for employees from the fiscal
year ended March 31, 2008 as we work to develop personnel that have
highly specialized skills.

A total of 1,142 employees passed the Life Insurance Payment Specialist examination offered by the Life Insurance Association of Japan,
held in October 2011, bringing the cumulative total of those who have
passed the exam to 5,197.

Upgrading Administrative Systems
In May 2010, Nippon Life’s Payment Underwriting System entered operation in order to reinforce payment operations. This follows a series of
measures to enable the unification and sharing of systems concerning
payments since fiscal 2006.

Furthermore, in March 2012, we commenced operation of the New
Integrated System, which reflects a drastic overhaul of our existing main
system and covers all areas and processes pertaining to customer
service, from proposing and underwriting an insurance policy to receiving insurance claims and benefits. As a result, we have achieved more
accurate and faster underwriting and payment operations.

Better Explanations for Customers (See p. 76)
To ensure that policyholders receive all claim and benefit payments they
are entitled to, Nippon Life has prepared booklets called About the Receipt
of Insurance Claims and Benefits. We have also prepared materials that
allow customers themselves to confirm that nothing has been overlooked during the claim and benefit payment application process and
again when the payment is received. Through these services, we provide

better explanations to our customers. These activities demonstrate how
we are doing what is needed to give customers full explanations.
Nippon Life has a consultation counter for the receipt of payments
of insurance claims and benefits by customers. The consultation counter
allows customers to check decisions regarding the payment of insurance
claims and benefits.

Strengthening Medical Research and Development
The Medical Research and Development Office analyzes previously compiled medical data and the latest research in the medical and nursing care
fields while working to develop new products suited to customer needs and reviewing our underwriting standards.
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Payments of Insurance Claims and Benefits
Life insurance is a system in which a large number of people participate
in mutual support through insurance coverage in the event of sickness,
injury or other unforeseen circumstances.
During the fiscal year ended March 31, 2012, Nippon Life made 78,112
payments of insurance claims and 1,308,579 payments of other benefits.

In contrast, as a result of appropriate benefit settlement assessment
efforts, we determined that the payment of insurance claims should not
be made in 4,182 cases and that the payment of other benefits should
not be made in 42,323 cases.

(Unit: Number of Cases)

Insurance claims
Mortality

Total payments made

Accident

Serious
disability

Other Benefits
Total
Others

Total

Mortality Hospitalization Surgery

Disability

Total

59,119

2,254

2,465

14,274

78,112

Cancellation or invalidation due
to fraud

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Invalidation due to illegal acquisition

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

97

0

3

10

110

2

534

339

0

23

898

1,008

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Categorized as an exemption

342

74

8

0

424

106

316

57

1

14

494

918

Not categorized as a reason
for payment

13

205

850

2,580

3,648

29

3,204

36,243

404

1,051

40,931

44,579

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

452

279

861

2,590

4,182

137

4,054

36,639

405

1,088

42,323

46,505

Cancellation of policies due
to nondisclosure
Cancellation due to serious matters

Others
Total payments denied

8,652 609,433 422,671

Others

1,461 266,362 1,308,579 1,386,691
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[Number of Payments of Insurance Claims and Benefits, Payments Denied and Reasons—Fiscal year ended March 31, 2012]

Notes: 1. The above represent the total for individual and group insurance policies upon which claims were filed.
2. Figures do not include policies that require no payment assessment, such as maturity benefits, survival benefits, single payments, annuities and other benefits.
3.	The number of payments denied does not include applications for events that are obviously not covered, such as claims for which the number of hospitalization days is less than the minimum prescribed in the policy terms and conditions, and no special payment investigation was performed as a result.
4.	Regarding payments for group insurance underwritten by multiple companies, the figures include policies for which Nippon Life is the lead underwriter. In addition, the amount paid is
calculated based upon the percentage of policies underwritten by Nippon Life, irrespective of whether or not it is the lead underwriter.
5. Figures in the above table are based on standards of The Life Insurance Association of Japan.

[Reasons and Details for Denial of Payment]
Reasons and Details for Denial of Payment

Content

Cancellation or invalidation due
to fraud

Policies are rendered invalid in the event that fraudulent actions were taken by the policyholder or by the
insured at the time when the policy was taken out. In such cases, premiums that have already been paid
shall not be returned.

Invalidation due to illegal acquisition

If a customer enrolls in an insurance policy with the intention of illegally gaining insurance claims, said
insurance policy could be invalidated. In such case, insurance premiums already paid shall not be returned.

Cancellation of policies due
to nondisclosure

Policies may be cancelled in the event that the policyholder or the insured neglected to disclose important
information that should have been disclosed, or disclosed false information at the time when the policy was
taken out, whether intentionally or by gross negligence. In such cases, surrender benefits shall be returned
to the policyholder.

Cancellation due to serious matters

After enrollment, policies shall be cancelled in the event that accidents are caused intentionally for the
purpose of fraudulently obtaining insurance claims, or in the event of fraudulent acts, such as falsification
of medical certificates to support a request of payment. In such cases, surrender benefits shall be returned
to the policyholder.

Categorized as an exemption

Nippon Life may determine that the content of a claim falls in the category of an exemption under the
terms and conditions of the policy.
Examples:
•A claim for mortality insurance claims following a suicide by the insured during the prescribed
non-payment period.
•A claim for mortality insurance claims following an accident caused intentionally by the policyholder or
beneficiary or following an accident caused by the insured person’s criminal activities.

Not categorized as a reason
for payment

Nippon Life may determine that a claim does not qualify as a reason for payment under the terms and
conditions of the policy.
Example:
•A claim for serious disability insurance benefits for a disability that is not categorized as a specific
requirement as stipulated in the terms and conditions of the policies.
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Solicitation Policy
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Always taking a customer-first perspective, Nippon Life believes that the
provision of insurance is important and so it works hard to ensure that
customers select the insurance most appropriate for them while taking
into account the total needs of the customer. Accordingly, the Nippon
Life Solicitation Policy sets forth the Company’s approach to the sales of

insurance and other financial products. Included in this approach is
ensuring that our solicitation activities are appropriate, which we achieve
through the education and training of all employees and executives, the
proper handling of customer information and responsiveness to a variety
of customer feedback.

Further Advancing Our Customer-First Perspective—Nippon Life’s Solicitation Policy
We sell insurance and other financial products in compliance with all
laws, including the Insurance Business Act, Financial Instruments and
Exchange Act, Sales of Financial Products Law, the Consumer Contracts
Law and other laws and ordinances. The following is the policy under
which sales are conducted and was created with the idea that
customers come first.
<Sales and Appropriate Solicitation based on Customer Needs>
• Comprehensively taking into account customers’ knowledge of
insurance and other financial products, their purpose for purchasing the policies, their family situation and their asset status, we
constantly carry out consultative sales so that customers choose
the most appropriate insurance and other financial products while
explaining products from the customers’ standpoint.
• Nippon Life uses Policy Guides and Reminders to explain policies in
an easy-to-understand manner so that customers fully understand
the content of insurance products and how they work, and takes
steps to confirm that the products match the needs of customers.
• In particular, for such products as variable annuities, foreign
currency-denominated insurance and investment trusts that entail
market risk, we recommend those considered most appropriate for
each customer’s age, knowledge and investment experience while
giving appropriate explanations regarding products and their risks.

• When explaining products over the phone or during customer visits,
we take a customer perspective while giving sufficient consideration
to time, place and other factors.
• We are striving to eliminate moral risk and ensure that proper
notification is received from customers so that we treat all policyholders impartially and operate a morally sound insurance system.
In particular, when underwriting life insurance policies that insure
juveniles, we strive for proper solicitation by ensuring that the
customers’ needs are met once proper insurance coverage amounts
have been established.
<Appropriate Solicitation Activities through Education and Training>
Moreover, we are striving to ensure that our solicitation activities are
appropriate by educating, managing and instructing all employees
and executives through a systematic training program that includes
compliance-related training.
<Proper Handling of Customer Information>
Nippon Life takes steps to properly manage, use and protect customer
information.
<Responding to Customer Feedback>
Nippon Life is constantly gathering a wide range of opinions and
suggestions from customers so that it can act on this feedback to
increase customer satisfaction.

Educating Nissay Total Partners (Sales Representatives) and Reinforcing Principles
Nippon Life conducts training programs that provide the knowledge and
skills needed by Nissay Total Partners (sales representatives) and sales
agencies to offer product proposals that are attuned to the needs of
customers.
Nippon Life considers it very important that customers enroll in
policies only after they have understood the content of the policy. Sales
representatives thoroughly confirm the needs of customers by taking
time to explain key points using Prospectuses (Policy Guides) and
Reminders (see p. 72).
These rules are thoroughly reinforced through compliance education, etiquette training and practical hands-on training in life and
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non-life insurance sales, with the aim of increasing new product sales
and further helping to ensure proper sales activities.
Nippon Life has the following training programs concerning compliance with laws, regulations and other guidelines:
• The importance of compliance
• Knowledge about applicable laws and regulations
(Insurance Business Act, Consumer Contract Law, Sales of Financial
Products Law, Financial Instruments and Exchange Act, Personal Information Protection Law, Insurance Act, and others)
• Sales activities that comply with laws and regulations
• After-sales services for payments of insurance claims and benefits
• Proper handling of customer information, etc.

Efforts Related to the Protection of Personal Information
Nippon life is entrusted with the personal information of a large number
of individual insurance policyholders as well as sensitive information
related to customers’ health conditions. Customer information is the
foundation of insurance policy transactions, and, therefore, Nippon Life
protects these customers’ information assets carefully, recognizing that
the handling of this information is an extremely important issue. Nippon

Life has established a Personal Information Protection Policy. At the same
time, we have implemented measures such as conducting employee training on the protection of personal information, along with improving our
information security system infrastructure, starting with the handheld
devices of sales representatives. Moving forward, we will continue to provide
even more thorough and stronger protection of personal information.

Nippon Life Insurance Company

We have established policies regarding the handling of personal
information and are working to properly manage, use and protect
customer information in order to be a company that customers can
1. Information Collection
Customers’ personal information is collected to the extent required to
conduct business, specifically to underwrite various insurance policies,
continue and maintain management, and handle payments, such as for
insurance claims and benefits.
2. Types of Information Collected
We collect information necessary to the conduct of business, underwrite
various insurance policies, conduct continuation and maintenance management, and handle payments such as for insurance claims and benefits.
This information primarily includes a customer’s address, name, date of
birth, state of health and occupation. Furthermore, for other types of
products and services we offer, customers provide additional information
necessary to conduct business.
3. Information Collection Method
We collect customer information using legal and impartial methods. The
information is mainly collected through policy applications, contracts and
surveys. Furthermore, there are times when information is gathered over
the Internet and through postcard surveys/mailings when conducting
various activities including campaigns.
4. Purposes of Using a Customer’s Personal Information
A customer’s information is used in the following:
(1) Underwriting various insurance policies, conducting continuation and
maintenance management and handling various types of payments,
such as insurance claims and benefits
(2) Explaining and providing various products and services, including
those of related and affiliated companies and conducting policy
maintenance management
(3) Providing information concerning our business, managing our operations
and expanding our lineup of products and services
(4) Other insurance-related business
The purposes of these uses are given in our Personal Information Protection
Policy, which is available through our website, Disclosure Report and
elsewhere. Furthermore, when personal information is collected directly
from customers, the purpose of the use to which it will be put is clearly
explained to the customer at that time.
5. Information Management
In order to guarantee that a customer’s personal information is up to date
and correct, we take the appropriate steps necessary to conduct business.
Furthermore, we implement measures deemed necessary and appropriate
for the safe management of a customer’s personal information in order to
prevent its inappropriate access, leakage, loss or destruction.

trust. In order to realize appropriate protection of personal information,
we continue to maintain and improve this policy.
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Personal Information Protection Policy (Handling a Customers’ Personal Information)

6. Provision of Information
As a general rule, we do not provide a customer’s personal information
to third parties without receiving consent from the customer. However, in
the following situations, we will provide customer information to third
parties without customer consent:
(1) When prior approval from the customer has been obtained
(2) When the provision of a customer’s personal information to a third
party without customer consent is permitted by Article 23, Clause 1
of the Law Related to Personal Information Protection (Personal
Information Protection Law) or other laws and regulations
(3) When the provision of a customer’s personal information to firms that
Nippon Life has outsourced work to is necessary to Nippon Life’s
continued business
(4) When sharing a customer’s personal information as stipulated by the
Personal Information Protection Law
(5) In other cases where the Personal Information Protection Law permits
the provision of a customer’s personal information without customer
consent
7. Disclosure, Revision or Other Processing of Information
In the event that a customer requests that their own personal information be disclosed, revised or otherwise processed, we will respond to the
request promptly after confirming the individual’s identity, unless there is
special reason not to do so.
8. Compliance with Related Laws and Regulations
Regarding customers’ personal information, we conduct business in a
manner that adheres to all aspects, such as definition, attitude and
handling, of the Personal Information Protection Law, all other related
laws, regulations and guidelines, and the Life Insurance Association of
Japan’s guidelines on handling personal information protection for the
life insurance industry.
9. Establishment of and Improvements to the Compliance Program
In order to guarantee that customers’ personal information is being
handled appropriately, a compliance program was established that all
our employees, the firms to which we have outsourced work and other
related parties have been made thoroughly aware of, and we conduct
necessary and appropriate supervision. Furthermore, we review and
revise the policy and the compliance program when necessary.
10. Customer Requests Regarding Personal Information
Customer requests regarding the handling of their personal information
are received at the personal information counter and processed in an
appropriate and efficient manner.
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Measures to Reflect Customer Feedback in Business
Nippon Life treats such customer feedback as opinions, requests and complaints received from customers through Nissay Total
Partners (sales representatives), Nissay Life Plazas, call centers and other channels as a precious resource for improving services.
Nippon Life is taking steps to improve management and service from a customer point of view based on each and every bit of
feedback received from customers.
Reflecting customer feedback in service improvements

Listening directly to
customer opinions

Nissay Konwakai Meetings (See p. 45)

Meetings of Representatives, Board of Trustee Meetings

Board of Directors, Management Committee
External Advisory Board for Life Insurance Application Forms*2

Branches,
Sales offices,
Nissay Life Plazas

Nissay Call Centers
Osaka Head Office, Tokyo Headquarters

Listening to Customers to
Make Improvements

Understanding customer feedback
(consultations, complaints, etc.)

<Examination of improvement measures>
Customer Service Enhancement Committee

Improving customer service

Customer Monitor Meetings*1

Customer Satisfaction Survey
Customers

Management of Nippon Life

Learning from customer feedback

Meeting of General Managers for
Enhancing Customer Service
Review Meetings at Each Division

*1 At these meetings, Nippon Life hears opinions about all of its customer service activities directly from monitors who have corporate or academic experience in the field of consumer relations.
*2 The members of this board, who are advisory specialists for consumer affairs and other external professionals, provide opinions from a customer’s viewpoint regarding customer forms and notices
for customers.

Number of Customer Complaints
For customer feedback, Nippon Life defines a complaint as “any expression of dissatisfaction by a customer (regardless of the facts).” The
purpose of using this definition is to incorporate a broad range of customers’ opinions and dissatisfaction and then make extensive use of this
information for business improvement measures. We work to swiftly
resolve customer complaints; for each case, precipitating causes are

analyzed, countermeasures are reviewed and steps are taken to prevent
a recurrence.
To enhance management transparency, in the fiscal year ended
March 31, 2006, Nippon Life began disclosing the number of complaints
received from customers. From the fiscal year ended March 31, 2007, we
began disclosing the number on a quarterly basis.

[Number of Complaints Received from Customers in the Fiscal Year Ended March 31, 2012]
Content

Number

% of total

New policy related
(Policy enrollment)

14,149

11.5%

Receipt related
(Payment of premiums)

13,286

10.8%

Maintenance
(Procedures after enrollment)

46,943

38.2%

Claims and benefits-related
(Payment of insurance claims and benefits)

16,655

13.5%

Others

31,983

26.0%

123,016

100.0%

Total
Number of customer communications
(Opinions, requests, consultations,
dissatisfaction and other communications)

Primary Examples
• “The application process involves too many documents and they are difficult
to understand.”
• “I didn’t receive sufficient explanation about policy content.”
• “I arranged to change the method used for paying premiums to automatic
debit from my bank account but it was too late.”
• “I requested the cancellation of my policy, but my sales representative’s
response was slow.”
• “I want Nippon Life to explain the Zutto Motto Service in more detail.”
• “Notices of whether benefits will be paid or not should be made more rapidly.”
• “I inquired about how to file a claim for hospitalization benefits but have
not been contacted.”
• “The sales representative should be more polite.”
• “I wanted to revise my policy but I haven’t been told who the sales
representative in charge of my policy is.”

2,244,554

Notes: 1. Nippon Life defines a complaint as “an expression of dissatisfaction by a customer (regardless of factuality).”
2. The above shows the classification and number of complaints at the time they were received.
3. The above is classified based on the standards of the Life Insurance Association of Japan. These standards were partly revised in the fiscal year ended March 31, 2011.
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Improvement Measures Based upon Customer Feedback
Customer feedback received every month through branches, Nissay Life
Plazas, Nissay Call Centers and other means that could contribute to
administrative, system and customer form improvements are reported on
by non-sales personnel to the Osaka Head Office and Tokyo Headquarters and, based on the report, the Customer Service Enhancement Committee makes administrative and service improvements.

[Proposals Made Internally Based on Customer Feedback]
(Fiscal year ended March 31, 2012)
(Unit: Number of Cases)

Branches, Sales Offices and Nissay Life Plazas
Osaka Head Office and Tokyo Headquarters
Total

1,414
35
1,449

In response to customer feedback gathered at headquarters, Nippon Life formulates countermeasures and works to reflect these measures in its
business operations.
In the fiscal year ended March 31, 2012, we implemented 226 improvement measures related to administrative procedures and services.
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Examples of Improvements Based on Customer Feedback

[Expansion of Easy-to-Understand Administrative Procedures and Services]

Customer
Feedback:
Improvement
Made:

Customer
Feedback:
Improvement
Made:

I wanted information about new products but there was no easy way to obtain this information.
This information can be found on our conventional website
and our website for mobile phones. Furthermore, due to
the popularity of smartphones, we have set up a website

specifically for smartphone users as well in order to make
information readily available to as many customers as
possible. (August 2011)

I have several policies. When I submitted a request for the payment of the death benefits of all policies, I had
to write the numbers of all policies on my form again and again. Can’t you do something about this?
Until now, policyholders had to write the numbers of all policies on both the front and back of a payment request form
when asking for payments from two or more policies at

once. To speed up and simplify this process, we changed the
form so that the numbers are required only on the front.
(August 2011)

Customer Satisfaction Survey
Through outside institutes, annual surveys are mailed out to policyholders, who provide appraisals and opinions regarding Nippon Life products, operations and services. In surveys conducted in the fiscal year ended March 31, 2012, Nippon Life received a customer satisfaction score (the ratio of
customers who replied “satisfied” or “somewhat satisfied”) of 85.4%.
[Overall Satisfaction as Measured by the Customer Satisfaction Survey]

Fiscal years
ended March 31

83.2%

83.7%

2009

2010

85.4%
80.7%

2011

2012

Survey Overview
l Implemented once per year
(from September 1st to 20th in the fiscal year ended March 31, 2012)
l Survey target: Nearly 9,000 existing policyholders
l Specific survey questions
• Responsiveness of sales representatives • Currently held policies
	
• Application procedures for new policies
• Procedures after enrolling in policies • Reliability of Nippon Life, etc.
l	The ratings for indicating level of customer satisfaction were “satisfied,” “somewhat satisfied,” “somewhat dissatisfied” and “dissatisfied” with regard to the level of customer satisfaction.
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Contributions to the Environment, Communities and Society
Together with five foundations (see p. 65) established by Nippon Life, we are conducting continuous and stable social contribution
activities addressing the “environment,” “child and teenager development,” “culture,” “aging and medicine” and other issues.
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Contributions to Environmental Protection
' Planting Forests for Future Generations
In order to nurture abundant greenery as a community asset and hand
down our precious natural environment to future generations, the Friends
of Nissay Forests Association has been working with the Nissay Green
Foundation on forestry projects. Over the past 20 years, since 1992, Nissay
forests were planted at 186 locations in 43 cities and prefectures and covered approximately 433 hectares. More than 1,300,000 trees have been
planted. Nippon Life employees also voluntarily participate in the annual
tree planting activities as well as in the clearing of vines and cutting back of
undergrowth so that trees planted in previous years can grow. These activities have also heightened the environmental awareness of employees.
Environmental Contributions of the Nissay Forests Association
l The contributions made by the Nissay Forests Association to the environment were assessed by the Forestry Agency to have produced the
following results (for the single fiscal year ended March 31, 2011):
• Absorption and fixation of CO2 emissions equivalent to the
annual CO2 emissions of around 4,900 people;
• Storage and cleansing of drinking water equivalent to the annual
drinking water supply for around 168,900 people;
• Prevention of sediment runoff equivalent to the capacity of
around 790 ten-ton trucks; and
• Total economic value of around ¥80 million.
l The Nissay Forest Association has promoted a diverse array of
afforestation projects while working to preserve the environment
and ecosystem. It has also worked to enhance forestry resources.
Through these efforts, the Nissay Forest Association has also
contributed to the preservation of biodiversity.

In addition, we have been cooperating with municipal authorities in
active tree planting efforts in parks and reclaimed land areas and have
put substantial effort into the upkeep of abandoned agricultural sites.

Tree planting activities at “Nissay Yamagata Forest”
(Yamagata) (Fiscal year ended March 31, 2012)

The Friends of Nissay Forests Association
l This is a voluntary organization composed mainly of Nippon Life
directors and employees. It plants and nurtures trees at Nissay
forests and other sites. The costs of tree saplings and operating
expenses are funded by donations from the organization’s members.

The Friends of Nissay Forests Association

' Support for Environment-Related Research
Since 1979, the Nissay Life Foundation has supported Research on the Harmonization of Human Activity and
Environmental Protection. The Foundation is also cooperating with college researchers and professionals from
government, as well as such organizations as NPOs, with the goal of contributing to the understanding of
environmental problems and their solutions. The foundation is passing on a better society through the workshops
that it sponsors each year and the publication of research results and other benefits.
' Activities at Offices
Since 1991, Nippon Life has promoted a reduction in the volume of paper it uses and the recycling of used
paper. In 2001, Nissay established its Environmental Charter, implemented additional measures to conserve
energy and resources, including the reduction of electricity and water usage, and took proactive steps to thoroughly separate waste, promote green procurement and provide environmental education to employees. Furthermore, we set up a recycling system whereby used paper is taken from our Osaka head offices and Tokyo
headquarters and transported to paper mills. Thanks to these efforts, our Osaka head offices and Tokyo headquarters received ISO 14001 certification.
Furthermore, from the fiscal year ended March 31, 2012, we have instituted additional permanent power
conservation measures, such as the reduction of office lighting, following our responses to power shortages in
the summer. At the same time, we have been providing information to promote power conservation measures
among employee households and customers.
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Tree planting activities at “Nissay Hidaka Forest”
(Hokkaido) (Fiscal year ended March 31, 2012)

26th Environmental Issue Research Grant
Workshop

Recycle station (Tokyo Headquarters)

Contributions to Local Communities and Society
l Contributions to the Healthy Development of Children and Young People
[Nissay Masterpiece Theater Shows in the Fiscal Year Ended March 31, 2012]
Show Name (Locations)

“Snow Child” (Tokyo)
“Yuta’s Enchanting Friends”
(Yokohama, Nagoya, Osaka, Kobe)

Number of Children

152,813 (7.46 million cumulative)

Fiscal 2011 Nissay Masterpiece Theater
“Yuta’s Enchanting Friends”
(Photograph: Takeshi Arai)
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' Nissay Masterpiece Theater
Created in 1964, the Nissay Masterpiece Theater offers free musical performances for elementary school sixth-graders with the hope of fostering an
abundant aesthetic sense and new sensitivity in children, the torchbearers
of the next generation. The Nissay Culture Foundation, with our support,
sponsors the performances. The shows are created and performed by the
Shiki Theatre Company and, over the past 48 years, they have nurtured
the dreams of and given inspiration to over 7.46 million children, including
approximately 150,000 children in fiscal 2011. Nippon Life is cooperating
with the Nissay Culture Foundation as the main sponsor of “Kokoro no
Gekijo,” a program started by the Shiki Theatre Company (musical performances by invitation for elementary and junior high school students in
cities nationwide; around 380,000 children were invited in fiscal 2011).
' Supporting the Healthy Development of Children and Teenagers
The Nippon Life Foundation has been working since 1979 to promote
the healthy development of children and teenagers. The Foundation has
supported governor-recommended private organizations that conduct
local childrearing activities and child-focused activities (nature and lifestyle experiences, friendship building and cultural preservation activities
and other programs in which children play a main role, in cooperation
with local residents) in all prefectures.
The Foundation has contributed to 11,299 organizations over the
past 33 years.

Miki Nature Enthusiasts’ Research Club
(Hyogo Prefecture)

Traditional Japanese drum performance group
(Ishikawa Prefecture)

' Providing Insurance-Related Educational Materials and Opportunities
• Summer Vacation Insurance Seminar for Elementary School Students
Summer Vacation Insurance Seminars were held at 37 Nissay Life Plazas
throughout Japan. About 480 elementary school students and their
guardians took part in the seminars, which offered a fun way to find out
about how insurance works and why it is important.
Participants received a comic
book called “The Insurance Secrets,”
which explains insurance in an
easy-to-understand manner.

Summer Vacation Insurance Seminar
(Nissay Life Plaza Toyohashi)

• Activities for Junior and Senior High School Students
Nippon Life has produced “My Plan for the Future,” an educational tool for
use in schools that encourages students to think about their future goals,
and an accompanying teachers’ guidebook. Every year, we make these
materials available to junior high schools nationwide. Since 2009, Nippon
Life has supplied around 650,000 copies of “My Plan for the Future” on a
cumulative basis to schools with a desire to use the materials in lessons.
From the fiscal year ended
March 31, 2012, we have visited
schools to provide lessons for
junior and senior high school students, and have accepted students
seeking to visit our worksites.
Students at a school in Fukuoka using Nippon
Life’s educational materials

' Providing Environmental Education and Opportunities to Get Close to Nature
• Nissay “Forest Seminars”
At 79 Nissay Life Plazas throughout Japan, we held “Forest Seminars”
where participants learn how forests work to prevent global warming,
preserve water resources, and
support living things. 1,708 children
and their guardians attended.

Nissay “Forest Seminar”
(Nissay Life Plaza Kyoto)

• Nissay “Forest Explorers”
In the Nissay “Forest Explorers” program, participants first gain a closer
affinity with forests through nature observation and other activities before
trying a hands-on experience of
the work needed to protect them.
The program was held in Hyogo
Prefecture with 45 children and
guardians attending.
Nissay “Forest Explorers”
(Hyogo Prefecture)
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l Abundant Cultural Development
' Nissay Theater
The Nissay Theater was created in 1963 to aid in the development of a
fulfilling and enriching society through the promotion and expansion of
performing arts.
The Nissay Culture Foundation, which operates the Nissay Theater,
presents the Nissay Masterpiece Theatre, the Nissay International Family
Festival, which provides families with the opportunity to experience the
performing arts, and the NISSAY OPERA. The “Opera Clinic for Young
People” presents opera performances to junior and high school students.
Also, a “Stage Forum” is held using the stage set of the opera clinic.

In 1995, the Nissay Culture Foundation created the Nissay Backstage Awards, given in recognition of outstanding achievements by
backstage technicians in support of the performing arts.

Nissay Theater (Tokyo)

Nissay Backstage Awards ceremony

l Contributions to the Fields of Aging and Medicine
' Nissay Hospital
The Nissay Hospital in Osaka was founded by the Nippon Life Saiseikai Foundation and opened in 1931. This
general hospital of 18 departments and 350 beds provides high-quality medical care for the local community,
while functioning as a designated training facility and serving as a cancer diagnosis and treatment center for
Osaka. In addition, the Nissay Hospital aims to further contribute to medical care and welfare services for the
community by providing comprehensive medical care combining “prevention, treatment, and home nursing care”
through the Nissay Preventive Medicine Center, which conducts health check services, and the Nissay VisitingNurse Station, which provides in-home nursing care services.
' Nissay Eden-no-Sono
Operated by Nissay Seirei Health & Welfare Foundation, Nissay Eden-no-Sono are comprehensive health and
welfare facilities (Opened in 1992 in Nara and 1997 in Matsudo) for senior citizens that include such provisions
as retirement homes (fee-based), illness prevention centers, general welfare centers and home nursing service
centers. Both facilities have been recognized as exemplifying the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare’s policy
of “Promoting health and longevity in 21st century hometowns.” Through activities firmly rooted in communities, both facilities aim to promote the health and vitality of senior citizens.

Nissay Hospital (Osaka)

Nara Nissay Eden-no-Sono

' Supporting an Aging Society
The Nippon Life Foundation has been supporting Japan’s aging society since 1983 by helping researchers who
conduct practical research and local groups that perform cutting-edge work. Furthermore, the Foundation
holds symposiums and workshops on supporting an aging society in order to spread information on achievements in these areas.
25th Symposium on Supporting an Aging Society

l Contributions to Local Communities and Society through Volunteer Activities
Nippon Life conducted volunteer activities by employees at all branches
nationwide. These activities included cleaning up local communities,
assisting orphans, sports clinics and other programs. Nippon Life supports
these activities by providing financial assistance for their running costs,
supplying information and offering other forms of support.
Cleanup activity (Osaka City)

Table tennis training by Nippon Life’s women’s
table tennis club (Hokkaido)

[Examples of Volunteer Activities in the Fiscal Year Ended March 31, 2012]
Examples of
Volunteer Activities
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Number of
Participating Departments

Type of Activity

Community cleanup
activities

67

• Conducted clean-up activities voluntarily in areas near business sites, including local public streets, parks, train
stations and beaches.
• Actively participated in community clean-up activities in cooperation with local governments and the Life
Insurance Association of Japan.

Ashinaga P-Walk 10

73

• Ashinaga P-Walk 10 (a walk-a-thon to assist orphans) held at locations throughout Japan.

Sports clinics

25

• Nippon Life’s baseball and table tennis clubs collaborate with local branches nationwide to hold sports clinics.

Contributions to the Environment, Local Communities and Society Through Investment, Products and Services
l Initiatives Through Investment
preferential interest terms to support individual and corporate customers
who are conducting environmentally friendly projects.
We are also active in real estate investment. Through a broad range
of investments in office buildings nationwide, we are contributing to
regional development. In these investments, we work to beautify landscapes and blend in with surrounding areas. At the same time, we work
to protect the environment by taking opportunities to renew building
facilities so as to reduce CO2 emissions.

[Specific Examples of Initiatives in Investment]
Initiatives
Finance CSR loans

Real
Estate

Description
• System of preferential long-term interest rates for homebuyers purchasing units with superior energy conservation (from January 2010) (Extension of
the system of preferential long-term interest rates for homebuyers purchasing units with solar energy generation systems (from September 2008))
• System of preferential loan interest rates for buyers of homes identified as “long-term excellent houses” (from June 2009)
• System of preferential loan interest rates for companies that support child raising (from October 2008)
• System of preferential loan interest rates for “eco-friendly” companies (from October 2007)
• System of preferential loan interest rates for homebuyers purchasing units with superior energy conservation and earthquake protection (from October 2007)
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A life insurance company’s assets are entrusted by policyholders, and, as
such, are highly social and public in nature. Nippon Life has long conducted investment based on this understanding, aiming to coexist with
communities and society, and achieve stable growth hand in hand with
Japan’s companies and economy at large.
For example, in financing services, Nippon Life strives to contribute
to the development of local industries by lending not only to large corporations, but also to individual customers and small- and medium-sized
enterprises throughout Japan. We even have a system for offering

Making
[Environment-related Awards Recently Won by Nippon Life Buildings]
environmentally
Year
Building
Award
friendly buildings 2011 101 California*
LEED Platinum, the highest environmental certification of the U.S. Green Building Council
(Awards recently
2011 Nissay Hibiya Building
AAA rating for “Global Warming Countermeasures Plan” under the Tokyo Metropolitan Environmental Security Ordinance
received by
Nissay Marunouchi
“Environment and Energy Conservation Architecture Award” from the Institute for Building Environment and
Nippon Life
2007
Building
Energy Conservation
Buildings)
2006 Nissay Yokkaichi Building “Special Award” from Society of Heating, Air-Conditioning and Sanitary Engineers of Japan
*An office building owned through U.S. subsidiary (NLI Properties West, Inc.) in San Francisco.

l Initiatives Through Zutto Motto Service
From fiscal 2010, policyholders using the Zutto Motto Service have had the
option to use their “Thanks Mile” points to donate to the following organizations that contribute to society: World Wide Fund for Nature Japan, the Japan

Committee for UNICEF, ASHINAGA, and the Japanese Red Cross Society.
✳Please see page 7 for information about donations to the Great East Japan Earthquake Relief Fund of the Japanese Red Cross Society.

For Children in Areas Directly Affected by the Great East Japan Earthquake
l Sports Clinics

l Puppet Theater Performances
and Classical Music Concerts

Nippon Life’s baseball club and women’s table tennis club conducted
sports clinics in Iwate, Miyagi and
Fukushima prefectures, inviting 372
children to these events.
Baseball training by Nippon Life’s baseball
club (Miyagi Prefecture)

The Nissay Culture Foundation hosted
puppet theater performances and classical music concerts in Iwate, Miyagi
and Fukushima prefectures, inviting
1,537 children and their guardians to
attend these events.

Classical music concert “Alice’s Concert!”
(Iwate Prefecture)

✳Please see page 7 for Nippon Life’s overall responses to the Great East Japan Earthquake.

The Following Five Foundations Established by Nippon Life Work Exclusively in Each Field
Name of Foundation

Established Location

(As of June 30, 2012)

Main Activities

Nippon Life Saiseikai Foundation* July 1924

Osaka

Social welfare work, management of the Nissay Hospital

Nissay Culture Foundation

Nov. 1973

Tokyo

Hosting theatrical performances for children and general audiences, management and operation of the Nissay Theater

Nissay Life Foundation
(Nippon Life Foundation)

July 1979

Osaka

Support for businesses and research that contribute to the building of a truly prosperous society filled with
humanity and culture

Nissay Seirei Health &
Welfare Foundation

July 1989

Osaka

Surveys, research and services related to the aging of the population, and support for the education of
qualified nursing care workers

Nissay Green Foundation

July 1993

Tokyo

Protection of forests through tree-planting and nurturing activities

*The Nissay Life Saiseikai Foundation became a Public Interest Incorporated Foundation in April 2012.
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Improving Disclosure
Nippon Life is working to enhance its various disclosure initiatives in order to better help customers gain a clear and timely
understanding of its business information.

Preparation of Disclosure Materials
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So that a broad range of customers may view them, Nippon Life disclosure reports are available at the service counters of branches, sales offices and
agencies nationwide. In addition, Nippon Life prepares various disclosure materials in response to customer needs.
Disclosure Materials Produced in the Fiscal Year Ended March 31, 2012

Nissay Disclosure
Disclosure report produced in accordance with
Article 111 of the Insurance Business Act
(in Japanese) [Available at all service counters
throughout Japan]

NISSAY NOW
Nissay disclosure, digest version
(in Japanese)

Nissay Disclosure
Disclosure report for semiannual version
(in Japanese)

Annual Report
(in English)

Variable Amount Insurance (Separate
Account) Results Notification
Results report for individual variable
amount insurance policyholders*1
(in Japanese)

Variable Amount Annuities
(Separate Account) Results Notification
Results report for variable amount
annuities policyholders*2
(in Japanese)

Results Report for Group Annuities
Results report material for policyholders
of group annuities
(defined benefit corporate pension plans,
welfare pension fund insurance, etc)*3

Nippon Life, a Financial Organization
Material related to the investment
business and results for corporate customers
(in Japanese)

*1 Information on individual variable amount insurance investments can be obtained at the head office, branch and Life Plaza service counters.
*2 For the latest performance summary of the variable annuities (separate account), please see the Nippon Life investment annuity page of the Nippon Life website.
*3 A quarterly disclosure magazine is issued to all policyholders of group annuities (separate account).

Information Provided on the Website
Nippon Life issues timely information on its website. In addition to press
releases, minutes and outlines of resolutions presented at the Meeting of
Representatives, visitors can find material about the history of Nippon
Life and its CSR activities. Some disclosure materials including financial
results are also available for viewing or download.
➡ http://www.nissay.co.jp/kaisha/ (Japanese only)
Nippon Life website

Financial Results Meetings
We hold financial results meetings for analysts and institutional investors twice a year. Also during these meetings, we report on management
policies as well as the strategies of each division in order to promote the
➡ http://www.nissay.co.jp/kaisha/annai/gyoseki/setsumei.html (Japanese only)
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greater understanding of our operations. Materials from meetings are
posted and available on the Nippon Life website after the meetings are
held.

